In order to guarantee the QoS requirement of secondary users and not to affect the outage probability of primary user in cognitive relay networks, we propose two optimal power allocation models: (1) maximizing the transmission rate of secondary users; (2) minimizing the total power consumption. Theory analysis shows that two optimal power allocation models conflict between spectrum efficiency and power consumption. Furthermore, an optimal power allocation model which joints the transmission rate and the total power consumption in cognitive relay networks is proposed. By using the Lagrangian method, the optimization algorithm for this model is designed. The proposed algorithm can achieve the trade-off between the transmission rate and the total power consumption by varying the weight. Simulation results show that the proposed algorithm can effectively adjust the transmission rate and the total power consumption of secondary users.
Introduction
In cognitive radio networks, secondary user is allowed to gain access to primary user's idle spectrum to improve the spectrum utilization of the licensed spectrum. The concept of cognitive radio has recently attracted considerable interest in wireless communication. Relay cooperative technology has recently emerged as a powerful spatial diversity technique which can improve the spectrum efficiency and the communication reliability. These two techniques can improve the spectrum utilization and the transmission rate. Therefore, the study of cognitive relay which combines cognitive radio with cooperative communication has been recently attracted wide attention. In [1] , the effective capacity of cognitive relay networks is investigated under the quality of service (QoS) constraints of secondary users. In [2] , the author investigates power control and proposes the corresponding geometric programming in cooperative cognitive radio networks. In [3] , the author analyzes the system performance in terms of the outage capacity and the average capacity. In [4] , the power allocation scheme for multi-hop cognitive radio system is studied, and the model of minimizing the total power consumption of relays is proposed. In [5] , the author investigates the affect of the minimum outage probability by employing the optimal power control strategy at relay nodes in cognitive relay networks. The above literatures do not research the problem of combining transmission rate with total power consumption of secondary users in cognitive relay networks, not investigate the network performance from the perspective of maximum arrival rate of cognitive link, and not explicitly propose the joint optimization problem of the maximum transmission rate and the minimum transmit power of cognitive relay networks in the optimization objective. In this paper, in order to guarantee the QoS requirements of secondary users and not to affect the outage probability of primary user in cognitive relay networks, we propose an optimal power allocation optimization model of combining transmission rate maximum with total power consumption minimum, and use the Lagrangian method to solve the corresponding optimization problem.
System Model
Consider a cognitive relay system with the coexistence of primary and secondary networks, as depicted in Fig.1 . In this paper, we consider a primary transmit (PU-Tx)-receive (PU-Rx) pair, and a cognitive network which consists of secondary transmitter (SU-Rx), a cognitive relay (R) and a secondary receiver (SU-Tx). Cognitive relay networks adopt two-hop relay model to communicate with each other.
In this paper, we assume that the transmit power of primary user is P P , the transmit power of secondary source and cognitive relay is S P and R P , respectively. We further assume that the channel coefficient of primary user is denoted by P h , the channel coefficients between node i and j are denoted by , ij h , where
. We assume that the power gains are denoted  are independent and subject to exponentially distributed with parameter We assume that the secondary user's transmission is transparent to primary user; the primary transmitter uses fixed power P P to guarantee its minimum transmission rate P R . Thus, the secondary transmitter and the cognitive relay can adjust their transmit power S P and R P with the range of min max S P P P  and min max R P P P  to fulfill the two basic goals listed as follows: Cognitive Relay Networks
(1) Selfish-goal: On the premise of guaranteeing the outage probability of primary user, maximizing the transmission rate of secondary users and trying to transmit as much information for it-self as possible.
(2) Energy-efficiency-goal: Under the QoS requirement of secondary users, minimizing the total transmit power to reduce energy consumption.
According to the Shannon, at a certain time n, the data transmission rate of secondary user in two-hop model can be written as
where 0 N denotes noise power, and subjects to the complex Gaussian distribution with zero-mean.
Mathemathematical Model of Optimization Problem
On the premise of guaranteeing the outage probability of primary user and the QoS requirement of secondary users, we can use the transmission rate to measure the performance of cognitive relay networks. If the optimization goal is to maximize the achieved rate of the whole networks, we should solve the following optimization problem: 
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where constraint (2a) satisfy the QoS requirement of secondary users while constraints (2b) and (2c) guarantee the protection of primary user, in which arg out t et P is the target outage probability and th I denotes the maximum tolerable interference introduced to primary user. min R denotes the minimum transmission rate which satisfies the QoS requirement of secondary user. max P and min P denote the maximum and minimum transmit power, respectively. Besides, from the perspective of green communication, all links should reduce the power consumption to save energy:
As can be seen from the above two optimization model, the transmission rate and the total power consumption of secondary users compose a mathematical programming problem which consists of two goals. The transmission rate and the total power consumption connect by constraints (2a)-(2e). We can solve the problem of two objectives by using the method of weigh-adding combination, the weighted factor is denoted by  ( 01   ), we can adjust a weight  to balance selfish-goal and energy-efficiency-goal. On the premise of
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satisfying the QoS requirement of secondary users and guaranteeing the minimum outage probability of primary user, the double objectives can be transformed into a single objective optimization problem, therefore, the optimization model of the trade-off between transmission rate and total power can be written:
The problem (4) combines the transmission rate maximum with the total power consumption minimum of secondary users. When  =1, it denotes the maximum transmission rate of secondary users, which can achieve the selfish-goal; when  =0, it denotes the minimum total transmit power, which can achieve the energyefficiency-goal.
Optimal Power Allcation
Considering the trade-off of transmission rate and total power, we can use the Lagrangian method to get the optimal solution of the objective function (4) by introducing the Lagrangian multiplier for constraints in (2a)-(2c). The corresponding Lagrangian function can be written as
where  ,  and  are the vectors of Lagrangian multipliers.
For energy-efficient communications, we should allocate the right power to relay node so that 
Combining (5), (6) 
Then, we use gradient iteration to derive the optimal solution Figure 3 shows the convergence of algorithm of the objective function R S P P P  . After the optimization algorithm iterate 400 times, the total power converges to the optimal solution is about 3.6dB. Compared with A, we save the total transmit power 10.8dB to achieve energy-saving goal of cognitive relay networks. (4) . In the figure, we can find that the solution of the objective function (4) can achieve maximum value when  is about 0.1, at present, the total power consumption of cognitive system is about 9dB. Compared with A, it saves the power by 5.4 dB, while compared with B, the consumed power increases by 5.4dB. That is, in practice, under the constraint of the outage probability of primary user, we can still achieve the goal of reducing the total power consumption and interference by reducing the total transmit power of secondary users. At the same time, the QoS requirement of secondary users also can be satisfied. 
B. Minimizing the total power consumption of secondary users

Conclusion
In this paper, on the premise of guaranteeing the QoS requirement of secondary user and the outage probability of primary user, we investigate two aspects of secondary users: (1) maximizing the transmission rate; (2) minimizing the total power consumption. Based on the above analysis, we propose a joint rate and power control optimization model for cognitive relay networks, and we further propose the corresponding power control algorithm. Simulation results show the availability of the proposed algorithm. We can obtain a compromise between the transmission rate and the total power consumption of secondary users by adjusting weight  and achieve a trade-off between selfish-goal and energy-efficiency-goal in cognitive relay networks.
